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Roundtable Roadmap: Session One

What are the practice areas where engagement skill enhancement is most needed in

my unit?

An improvement in _ engagement practice would result in the maximum benefit of my time and

resources.

For workers: Including child's voice in the assessment process more; Engaging non custodial parent(s);

quality, detailed and family specific assessments

For self: My ability to identify, document, and provide feedback to the staff; Development of new team

What are my goals, in general, for my unit?

-Define and ensure an understanding of what a quality, detailed and family specific assessment looks like

-Define what a successful home visit looks like-inclusive of good use of time- through the increase use of

motivational and solution focused interviewing which will allow for a more thorough and family specific

assessment when completing CAPMIS tools timely (within 45 days) as well as increase the use of non

traditional interviewing tools-especially with younger children to increase the use of their voice during

the assessment process

-Earlier identified of non custodial parent(s) on an assessment and attempt contact prior to closing

-Discuss with team and ensure a shared understanding of what are our team values/beliefs/understanding

of engagement will foster the development of a cohesive team

What is my unit doing well? What do we need to improve?

Doing Well: Multiple contacts with family; Initiating reports timely routinely through attempted

telephone calls with parent(s); Utilizing non traditional collaterals; Have increased timely completion of

assessments; Partnering with families; Accessing community resources; Increasing their details and

family specific assessments as they have gotten to know my expectations; Putting themselves out there to

attempt/build new skills; Developing as a team

Need to Improve: In-depth/inquisitive interviewing; Engaging non custodial parent(s); Including child's

voice in the assessment process more; Increasing home visits with staff and feedback provided; solicit

feedback from families

What data do I need to establish a baseline for my goal?
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1. Discussion with staff on their understanding of expectations

---Qualitative vs Quantitative Data for engagement

1. Discussion with staff about any work they do to prepare for home visits, structure of a home visit, etc

1. View tool kits-do staff know about them, what's contained in them, how to utilize them

2. Field visits with staff on initial interviews and follow ups

3. Review activity logs and other documentation for engagement-length of time during home visits

3. How many cases are closed within 45 days-60 days? Have valid and timely extensions if appropriate?

Is there a reason family was not linked sooner with services to extensions would not have been needed?

4. Do staff know how critical it is to secure non custodial information and do they know the resources out

there to locate the non custodial

4. How many cases have non custodial parents identified as case members by first staffing; attendance of

non custodial during meetings

Data Required

to Establish a

Baseline

Strategy for

Data Collection

Needed

Resources

and/or Support

Completion Date

 

1. Interviews with

Staff; Review of

documentation

During weekly

supervision;. Review

of AL prior to

CAPMIS approvals

Schedule Time 11/16/15

2. Observe both initial

and follow up HVs

Allow 1 week/staff

to attend as many as

possible

opportunities

Schedule Time 11/16/15

3. Report in SACWIS

on due dates

Review Reports in

BIC/ROM

SACWIS and

Tracking Tools

11/16/15

4. Value of

Identification &

Engagement of Non

Custodial(s)

Unit Meeting;

Review of SACWIS

How timely are

CSEA being

obtained

11/16/15

5.
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Roundtable Roadmap: Session Two

What did my data tell me?

Timely closures are occurring w/minimal returns; Extensions are recorded timely when appropriate; Staff 

are interested and open in learning different ways to engage w/families; Activity logs are detailed but not 

very specific on engagement; Need to do better in scheduling paperwork time for self; Need to figure out 

a better way to schedule time with staff

---maybe better way would be identifying skill for a 3 month period-partnering w/staff when I give them 

an assignment

---not aware of any family evaluations we complete so need to discuss w/administration and find better

way to ensure this occurs

--need to ensure they have clear expectations of what I want

How I have tried to improve this practice in the past? Note challenges and successes.

Given each staff a week/month to grab me when they are heading out; Tried to focus on specific skills for

a certain time; Have had quarterly professional development meetings w/staff; Polled staff and sought 

their input into tool kits, Attended training on motivational interviewing, read books on solution focus 

work; attempted to have staff implement these idea but allowed it to fizzle out; When staff have been

successful-recounting story to other staff and having them speak w/worker

What Agency/Unit/Individual Behaviors and Values Need to Change

Not sure as it relates to including children's voice during the assessment. Staff know the value of this

(spend time w/families, will do more than 1 attempt to engage children) and are new to the work of child

welfare and are open to learning all ways to complete thorough safety/risk assessments-they don't know 

yet that there is a different way to do business.

How will you link goals to agency mission/vision?

With a child focus assessment allows for a better understanding of family and implications of child safety 

and risk

What is my SMART (specific, measureable, achievable, relevant, time-bound) goal?

Documentation of family engagement

Staff will be observed at least 4 times per month during activities with families (home visits, TDMs, court 

hearings) to demonstrate engagement with children and parents with feedback being providing through 

corresponding observation/checklist and corresponding documentation that will be reviewed by the time 

of the completion of the family assessment.

Review of County X's goal and action plan because it is similar to mine

Please rate your unit's current performance related to your goal on a scale from 1 to
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10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest. Provide an explanation of your

rating.

Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 High 5 -some of my staff have it and some need to develop this; Need to ensur

e they have the knowledge and understanding of what is expected and how to effective document it.

My Action Plan

Action Step How am I going

to engage my

staff in this step?

How will I

supervise this

step?

What support do

I need from my

peers to

complete this

step?

Completion Date

 

1. Food; Ice Breaker Complete agenda

and turn in to DD

11/18/15

2.

Have staff provide

examples of what

has been

attempted/outcome

Discussion 11/18/15

3.

Discuss with them

what they would like

and merge with mine

11/25/15

4.

11/25/2015

5.

Unit Meeting-                 
engagement-what is it    

and how do you do

cument it, tool kits, etc)

Provide Cheat Sheet 
on Interview Strategies

(UNCOPE/Solution   

Focus/Strategies/Etc )

Identify Top 5 topics
 

I want to see during  

HV (ex-IPV, Sub. Abuse, 
 Family Role,                          
Non custodial)

Develop Field Observation   
Checklist so worker or         

supervisor could utilize it

Complete Weekly  HV w/     
staff or my designee; Review 

documentation for those 
shadowed

 

Seek input during        
development

Have staff complete 

the differential re

sponse skill 
checklist on 
engagement

Discussion

Review w/Staff De

velopment Manager

Review form w/DD

for input

Share w/DD sodur 

ing supervision  

can check in; Learn 
to block times to 
allow for both

ongoing
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Roundtable Roadmap Session 3

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest, please rate

your unit’s performance in your goal area today.

LOW 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 HIGH

7-the staff have been demonstrating making a conscious decision regarding their documentation and

trying new things. We are slowing down the process to ensure they understand the expectations of the

information needed for an assessment/investigation.

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the least receptive and 10 being the most receptive,

how well did the staff in your unit respond to your engagement goal?

LOW 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 HIGH

8-the unit participated in the development of the goal and subsequent action steps. Most are new staff so

they are not aware there is another way.

If staff responded poorly, what might you do differently to help engage them in the

process?.

NA

Unit Meeting-engagement-(what is it and how do you document it, tool kits, etc)

Provide Cheat Sheets on Interview Strategies (UNCOPE/Solution Focus/Etc)

Identify Top 5 topics I want to see during HV (ex-IPV, Substance, Family Roles, Non custodial)

Develop Field Observation Checklist so worker or supervisor could utilize it

Complete HVs w/staff and review documentation

 

For each step in your action plan, please answer each of the following questions:

On a scale of 1 to

10, please rate how

well you

engagedyour staff in

completing the

action step.

How did this step

help you achieve

your goal?

What barriers did

you experience

toachieving the

action step?

What (if any)

strategies might you

try toovercome any

barriers?

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  Helped est common

def; reviewed tools

None NA
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and staff have begun

to utilize what is in

there

2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gathered add'l

details to utilize the

in assessment;

Turned from

investigatory

interviewing to

conversational

interviewing which

has allowed for more

information.

None NA

3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Typically this

requires different

interviewing to

gather necessary

information

Too much at once;

New Staff at

different levels

Break down to 1

topic; observation;

training; application;

discussion w/peers

and supervisor

4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Able to

allow/demonstrate

for consistency;

Too much Breaking it down to

1 skill set using the

DR Practice Profile;

Review during unit

meetings

5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Allowed for me to

see how staff are

obtaining the

information and in

turn documenting it

Time; too broad Focusing on 1 type

of visit for the month

(initial vs follow up

vs TDM vs court)

Is this engagement practice a practice you’d like to sustain in your unit? Yes or No

Yes

If you intend to continue grow or sustain this engagement practice, what is your plan

to do this? (Please outline your plan in the table below.)

List each action necessary to

sustain/growyour engagement

practice

What is your plan to ensure

follow-throughwith the action?

Who will be your champion in this

process?
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Each month review the last skill

and introduce new one

Continued discussion w/dept,

director

dept. director, NEORTC director

Staff to continue attending training Staff are already scheduled dept. director and s.s. division

director

develop AL documents continue discussion w/staff; attend

training

How will you use this network of supervisors to support your engagement work in

the future?

Pull resources from those they have posted.
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